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Motivation: Measurement & Modelling issues 
• Tall Measurements not common 
– LIDAR still expensive for >1 year obs. 
• Microscale (CFD) models:  
– Missing/inappropriate stability  
– Uncertain statistical/meteorological applicability 
– large-scale effects missing: 
• Variable forcing (x,y,z,t),  
• Phenomena from above  
• 2-way interaction among scales  
– Transitions, non-stationarity 
 
• Mesoscale:  
– Lots of physics is unresolved:   sub-grid parameterizations! 
– PBL schemes have issues 
• Un-representative  stability / surface interaction 
– Give improper distributions of stability, other parameters… 
• ABL top mis-represented   
– Not optimized for wind 
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model/obs. frequency of shear exponent α 
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…so we begin “from the ground” 
Starts with Atmospheric Surface Layer (ASL) theory 
• M-O theory (roughness + stability) is robust/proven 
• Must generalize to long-term  
      variations in stability (distribution) 
• Extend beyond surface-layer 
  Simplification: above “blending height” (or flat terrain) 
    variations in depth of atmos.boundary-layer 
 
with observations 
• Elevated measurements, surface data  
   + applicable model   wind stats above 
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Climatological tall-wind profile model  
 influence of variations in stability, and ABL depth   
 
 
Problem: 
To predict AEP, need 
   (1) profiles of  
    Weibull- A,k  
  (2) measured wind stats  
    translated to turbine sites 
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• WAsP/EWA: say the Geostrophic Drag-law depends on stability  
  perturb Drag law     perturbed log-law  
 
– profile “correction factor” cf1  
  is ratio of (1+normalized perturbation) at source/receiver sites 
– Multiply observed effective mean speed by this 
 
• Here: use perturbation framework...  
– U(z) normalized by log-profile… 
  new cf1 can be expressed as (not just linear perturbation) 
 
 
 
 
Compare to WAsP-classic 
How is it used in WAsP? 
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• WAsP has implicit geostrophic/”mesoscale” z0 within u* 
–  inside the stability treatment (via Loff , Lrms ) 
• New model: must also account for z0,meso influence on u*  
– P(L) theory gave just <U/u*> profile 
•  Scale separation: allows u*(z0,meso) dependence to be prescribed 
–  Geostrophic drag-law:   “meso-u*” = f(z0,meso , G)   
   normalized [u*(z0,meso)]-3 in stability correction 
Need to make new wind profile amenable to WAsP 
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Another problem:  
Weibull-k profile 
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Corrected k(z) formulation: 
 
Another problem:  
Weibull-k profile 
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How well does it extrapolate? 
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Validation tests  
~15 different sites;  
 numerous heights at each site 
 onshore & offshore  
 masts  &  LIDARS  
 
Self-prediction for upward extrapolation 
 
Look at relative extrapolation:  
    log(z/zobs) 
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How well does it extrapolate? 
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Absolute %Error in wind speed, vs. relative extrapolation distance: 
(Default stability setting) 
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How well does it extrapolate, (land...no sea-LIDARs...) 
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Absolute %Error in wind speed, vs. relative extrapolation distance: 
(Default stability setting) 
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How well does it extrapolate, with added flux info? 
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Absolute %Error in wind speed, vs. relative extrapolation distance: 
(Default stability setting) 
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How well does it extrapolate, with added flux info? 
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     %Error in wind speed, vs. relative extrapolation distance: 
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How well does it extrapolate? 
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Absolute Error in power density, vs. relative extrapolation distance: 
(Default stability setting) 
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How well does it extrapolate? 
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     Error in power density, vs. relative extrapolation distance: 
(Default stability setting) 
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 Summary 
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“Tall profile” model  better extrapolated wind speeds 
• adding measured flux stats.  more improvement 
New Weibull-k model  better (mostly) k-profiles, but... 
 
Wind power extrapolation not as improved as its “components”... 
– Mostly better above 140m;  
• k-profile not fully ‘coupled’ with wind profile  
 
• Need observations / data :  
–  Both high+ASL;  long-term! (e.g. LIDAR) 
–  surface fluxes 
» Mesoscale: k in upper-ABL 
   → not yet: heff and fluxes... 
• Currently improving k(z) + integration with U(z)  
– Consistent ‘coupling’ to sfc., like U-profile  
